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ABSTRACT

The thesis is primarily a consideration of the narrative

contained in II Kings 5. The problem which the thesis addresses
w

is the understanding and interpretation of ~at narrative in light

of a theory of literary analysis. What was desir~d was an analysis

of the internal structure of the narrative and a means for relating
•

that structure to the meaning of the narrative.

The first chapter presents the major concepts of Tzvetan,

• Todorov" 5 theory of Ii terary structure and provides ~ome background

to 'his method of analysis. Here we show that there are some b!sic

structure$, in the descript,ion of narrative and that these can be
, '

found in any piece of narrative. There is also a sample application

of Todorov's method to the narrative of Genesis 22.

The second chapter presents a translation of II Kings 5 with

notes on the text. Here we present the translation which forms the

basis of the analysis in the third chapter.

The third chapter repres~nts the body of the thesis J encom-
1

passing the actual analysis OF II Kings s. Th~ analysis reveals that

there are reciprocal structures of affliction/cure and submission/

insubor~ination which provide the basis for th~ presentation of the

character of the prophet Elisha. 'We conclude that the issue ,Qf leprosy

. and its cu;re serves on'ly to focus the reaeler's attention upon the

, .figure' .<?f Elisha. who forms the centre of the narrative 'and about

wMch the narratiye speaks.
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the thesis ar,gues that th~ applicati0Z: of l~terary methods

to the biblical text can pr~e useful in understanding thd meaning

of the Bible,

c...
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of any one method 'of interpretatio~.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND AND ~1ETHOD OF ANALYSIS

The following paper attempts to. incorporate the work of a
, , 1

prominent literary'critic and analyst, Tzvetan Todorov, in a

systematic analysis of ~ particular biblical narrative. The method
,

attempts to define the structure of the narrative in terms of the

relationships between minimal narrative units, and the combinations
l

which these units produce.

The limitations of this method, and of, any method of literary,

analysis, lie in the observation that the descriptions and definitions

of the' object of study (i.e. the text) are as varied as the human

imagination. As with most areas of scholarship, the object of

study is dependent upon the framework in which it is studi~d.

The automobile, for example, presents a different object of study to

the sociologist than it does to the mechanical engineer. Yet both

are acceptable descriptions of the automobile. In the same manner,

the,text may be described and interpreted by two different methods

which reach different conclusions and yet both may be acceptable

descriptions of the text. The limitations of any "method of literary

analysis therefore lie in whether it can prOVide an accePtab~e
, .

IThe basic sources for Todorov's theory of nar.rative structure
are the sect!on on narrative sYntax in Poetigue (1968:67-85); his
book Grammaire du Pecameron (1969), which provides the fui1est
explanatiQ~ of his theory; and-an article, "La granunaire dU'{'6cits,"
published in the collection of essays entitled po6t~que d~ 1a Prose
,(1911) ••
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description of the text ,under study. The method followed in this

paper and the conclusions whic~ it produces are therefore subject

to tnese limitations. I believe that it does provide an acceptable
t!.

? •

description cif the text and that it provides an appropriate means

for en~ering into what the text has to say. The reader will have
•

to judge for himself.

In order ~o study the structure of a narrative, it is first

necessary to present the structure in the form of a resume, else

it only serves to ,repeatpthe narrative itself.
I

The pr9blem, as

"

'-'

..,1

Todorov sees it" is to arrive at an appropriate description of the

units of narrative structurJ and the relations which ~xist between

'them (1968:77).
~

Todorov's understanding of the minimal literary unit and

relationships of literary structure owes a great deal to the work

of the Russian Formalist schoolZ of literary critics. In particular,

Boris Tomachevski's essay entitled "Thematics" (1965) presents a

number of th~ concepts which form the basis for Todorov's understanding
~

of narratiye structu\e.

,~maChevSki tees t~.mo~if as the theme of the smallest

unit 01narrative. The statement, "The king is dead. II fOI1lls its
/ '

own p, oper motif, whi~ becomes the smallest definable unit of the

Several collections
the most compreh~nsive

Pomorska.
essay.

I,.
i
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narrative. Motifs combine in two possible and simultaneous ways.

The chronological and ~ausal combination of motifs creates what

Tomachevski calls the story (fabula); the successive ~ombination

of motifs in the work it~elf is called the Qplot (syuzhet).3, The

events of the real world which the narrative describes form the

story and the way the narrative actually presents them forms the

plot. This ~impl~ dichotomy between tne correlation of the events.

in the "realt" w.orld and their relation in the narrative allows

Tomachevs~i to observe that motifs are heterogenous. Certain motifs

can be omitted from the na~rative without affecting the causal

relat'ions which link the' events. These are what· he calls "free", .

motifs. Those motifs which cannot, be excluded from the causal

and chronological succession he labels "associ-ated" .motifs. Associated
....

motifs are important for the story; tree motifs are important for

the consideration of the plot.

The ~ther essential distinction which Tomachevski makes
...

is between st~tic and dynamic motifs .. Dynamic mot~fs are those

which change the situation and static motifs are those which describe

the situation'. Dynamic motifs are central to the motion of the

story. and one is able to charac~erize the storY as the passage

from one situation to another. The structure of the story inv.olves

the dispersion of conflict and the creation of new confliets.

Typically, the end of the story consists of a situatio~where

.
311\e two tertns, fab~s~zhet. ~de1Went a"considerable

development amongst the Formal~sts a~, as Todorov shows (l973:17),
often acquired contradict~~y mean~amo~st the various writers.

,
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the conflicts are resolved and various interests are reconciled.

In a particularly important passag~, Tomachevski characterizes

the structure of the story:
...

Parfois nous observons une situation eq~ilibree
au d~ut de la fable (du type "Les her,?s vivaient
paisiblement. Tout~d'un coup, il est arrive,
etc.").' Pour mettre en route la fable, on
jntroduit des motifs dynamiques qui detruise~t

l'equilibre de la situation initiale. L'ensemble
des motifs qui violent l'immobilit~ de la situa
tion initiale et qui entament l'action s'appelle
Ie noeud. Habituellement, Ie noeud detennine .
tout Ie dero~lement de la fable et l'intrigue
se reduit aux variations des motifs principaux
introduits par Ie noeud (1965:274).

The story consists of situations of equilibrium which are destroyed

by the'introduction of dynamic motifs. The dynamic motif which

"breaks open" the initially stable situation is called"the crux,
, I

and typically the cr~x determines the unfolding of the story.

Tomachevski presents the basic elements of Todorov's theory
'\

of narrative structure. His distinctions between free and a~ociated
. \ " '"

motifs, and dynamic and static motifs, and his description of story

movement as the disruption ~f equilibrious 'states by dynamic motifs

are all incorporated and elaborated in Todorov's theory.

Jodorov begins by re-working the concept of motifs. As an

?
x pIe of a motif, he suggests, '7be drago~ capture4 the daughter

the king. tt Vladimir Propp (1968) has already argued that this is

not the minimal" unit of the narrative since i t i~ .i'tself decomposat, l~
. t .

int~ four elements: ~he dragon, the capture, the daughter, and.

the .king. tb r~ctify th~s situation, Propp ~ntroduced the cdtei'ia

of variab Ie and constant. Thus with~n 'the genre of fa irytal e , ,. ,

.. ~he. capture remams constant. wti~le tlie 'fi&u:es of the ~ragoJ~~the

daught~r and the king are variables. Le' i they may be repl·ace4

-.

..
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,by other characters who ~erform the same actio~. ~hilst Todorov

agrees with Propp's objection to the motif, he argu~s that the

selection of what is var~le and constant 'is dependent upon-the

establishment ot a particular genre--svch as the fairytale--and

therefore not applicahle to a gene~aL poetics of narrative. Rather

than reduce th~ motif to functions, such as "to capture", Todorov.

wauld turn th~ original motif into a series of elementari~propositions.

The original motif, "The dragon captured the daue.hter of the king."

opcomes: '

Xis a young girl

y is a king

X is the daughter of Y

Z is a drago~~

..4. Z captures Y

The' minimal unit which' resul ts from the breakdown of the motif is

called the narrative proposition. Each proposition in turn, consists

of two ,p~rts, an agent eXJ Y, Z••• ) 'and a predicate ( •.. is a young

girl) •

The agent corr,esponds to the proper name. In the case of

the proper name, the descriptive a$pect is reduce4 to a minimum and

tHe name becomes the agent 'for various. descriptions and actions.

L'agent n'est 'done pas oelui-peut aecomplir
telle ou telle action~ mais celui qUi peut

-deventr ,le sujet dtun pre<ifcat: $a definition
est ~r6~ent formeile (1969:28). -

. . '\
In effect, the agent is ~ figur~ to whom ~ctions, are attributed ,and

to whom states are ascribed.'

'The p:r;.edicate can be of two types. The first type correspond~

'.

\

!
i
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,t,tha ~tiCal~~tegory of the 'adjective., It descrIbes a ~arti
cular state of the ag~nts~ and .acts in an attribut~ve manner. "X

is a YOUIig &.irl" is an agent with an attributive predicate. The

second type '0£ predicate is the equiv,alent of the granunatical category

• of the verb.' It describes the action of t;he agent. "Z captures Y"
.

is an example of a verbal pre~~cate.

r

Attributiv d,v~rbal predicates cor~espond to the categories

:

~
I

1
I

t
!

of static and d~mic mot s which Tomachevski identified~but

o Todorov has shown that there is a grammatical basis for the distinc

tio~ of agent's and predicates allows' us 'to m-ake a c'Omparis,on between. , ,

several ,agents who all perform the same act'ion, or describe" the \
.. . \

contiguity of one agent who performs several differen~ actions.

rne'reiations'b~twe~npr~positions. which are the'mtnimal

units· o~ narrative stru~t~re, are of three types. The first is the
, ~. \

causB:1' rel~t~o1'i':in which the prim;}Y. conju~!=tion is causation or

implication. The. second"is tne temporal relation. Here the 'conjrun..

tion of propositions is based on.their tempo~l s~~ce~ion or simul I

taneity. The l~t type is ~he spatial relation. Here the conjunct~

with To~achevskits disti~ction between story and p~ot. ,It should

three types of ~ombinatiori have alre~dy been note~ in connection. ,r,,-,
of proposition~'is b~sed: on repetition, opposition, etc. These

-

' ..
. '

".

. '

be noted here that Todorov'disagrees,with ~he ass~mptiun th~t there. "

~s a pre-narrative story whi!=h guides the construction.of'the plot.
. , '. ,

.The spat~al, succession of propositions.in the narrative-~the plo~--is
.-... . '.

,'. .,,' \ . '

not'dependent upon a'pre-extstent causal and chronological succession'
~ ',' ' '., • ' e" • .' ...... • , ••

of, propositi'Ons--the~ stot'Y. -As TQdQrov/.notes,,' lIThe 'fable (story)
• ~ 1#'. ,-

," .' ~ . ~

is a pure' c'o~t~ct~~n thoil8h'f up 'by th& r~ader;t (1973:18). This
~......_ . "

•

...
4'
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is not t~ say that the story does not exist, but rather that it

follows from the organization of propositions in the plot and not

vice versa.

Propositions combine to form the ne~ unit of narrative

structure which is the sequence. Here the destruction of the initial

. stable sta~e by the dynamic motif--which Tomachevski saw as.. the

·L:~rincipal motive in the unfolding of the story--becomes the basis

for' a definition of the sequence. Propositions do not form infinite
..

chains, .bu~ine in cycles which the reader recognizes intuitively.

The limit of the sequence is marked by the transformation of the

initial ~roposition, and is always and only composed of five pro

positions,- The .idea1 ~arrative would commence with a stable situation,

'which would be disturbed by some action. This would result in an

unstable state, which by some directive action would be restored

to a state of equilib~ium. The initial ana final state; are similar
<.

but'never ident~al.. Thus the sequence involves:

A stable state.
disruptive action

An unstable state

directive action

A stable state

The interrelation of action and s~tes consequently involves two

types of ~pisodes; those which d~scribe a state, and those which. - -
describe, the·transitipn from one,st~te to another.

, ,I

~espectively-to attributive and verl)a~~~positions.

The &bstract nature of ithe sequence means that there will

almost alw~ys be propositi~ns within'the narrativ~ which do not
~

I
,.

...m -·~
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enter into the basic schema. Here Tomachevski's n01;ion of free

and associated motifs becomes a useful observation, for certain
, ,

motifs (or in our case, propositions) may'b~ omitted without destroy-.
~ng ~he succession of the narrative. Associated propositions ,are

ones which figure ,in the ~~pment of the sequence.

The identification of the proposition as the minimal unit.
'-

of narrative syntax, the discussion of the types of relations which

exist between propositions, and the description of the sequence form

the basis of Todorov's theory of narrative structure. The following

example will show how it can be applied to a given narrative, and

will show the symbolic representation of propositions and their

relationships.

Gen. 22:1-13 provides a short narrative which is easily

analy~ed in terms of the narratiye structure which Todorov describes.
\'

The binding of Isaac presents us with a se~uence in which the initial

state consists of twQ propositions:

decides to test.Abraham.

tells Abraham to take his son

offer him as a .sacr~ice upon
, I

is constituted by Abraham's obedi

a son anq God

tion occurs when God

0, y son whom he loves and

in Moriah. The medial state
,

God's command. The tension

in the medial state derives from he' opposition of Abraham's love

tion of the tension by command-

ing Abraham not to do anything to t boy. The final state inv.olves

"messen&er's call prevents

for 'his son with his fear of God. The directive action of the

")

the conclusion to .God' s te~"""~-~-for he now knows -that Abraham does

fear pim--and the prop.osition: AbTaham has a son .

. In an abbreviated form, the- narratiye sequence reads:

.j
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i
I

Abraham~11as a son; God decides to ~esJ Abraham

God tells Abraham to offer his son as a
sacrifice in the land of Moriah

----.,.'
AbrBham is obedient

f
9.

f

God stops Abraham from sacri icing his son
by sending a messenger

(
God knows that Abraha Abraham
has a son.

. \'I; can pres.ent this narrative in ~ymbolic fgrm.

In so doing we can more clearly illustra the similarity and opposi-

tion of the narrative propositions. The agents in the narrative

sequence are Abraham and G?d and we assign them the symbols ~ ~nd

G. The action in the narrative is "offering for sacrifice," which

we indicate as F. Three states relate to the offering for ,sacrifice;

th,ese are ''having a son" (~, "being obedient" (0), and "knowing"

(!). The narra~ve sequence'which we described above can thus be

written as:

~s + 9.:!.~ (AF) statG + AO + (~=> GK) statG + AS

The initial state of the narrative sequence involves two
r;'

propositions, one implicit (AS) !lnd one explicit (G-K). Abraham

has a son is a necessary p~esupposition of the entire narrative

4nd forms one of the initial propositions. God's testing is a

function of God's knowing, as v. 12 clearly shows, and so God's

decision to test Abraham is written as G-K. The minus sign indicates

the negation or opposition of the following ~ymbol. God' 5 not

knowing causes him to tell Abraham tcr5'a'crifice his son, which. ... , .

causation or implication -and the brackets, followed by "stat"

j

involves the statement from G.
"

The arrow indicat~s a relation of ,
. \

I,,
1
"

1






























































































